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This web development package will include the following monthly deliverables:

A responsive-designed website that is visually appealing to visitors. Responsive
meaning that whatever device the site is viewed on, it will scale appropriately to
the screen showing the site’s content.
The template-based website will allow you to edit the website at your disposal. 
We can train you to edit your site as needed without the hassle of an ongoing
bill or you can opt to have Brandmint make monthly edits. Monthly edits not
included in this contract. Additional $60 per month for one photo or copy
change per month. New pages are not to be created under the monthly edit
package. Additional pages after the five page maximum requirement.
This site will have better organized pages and navigation.
This is not to be more than five pages. Customer will provide copy and
content (photo & video). If custom copy, photo, or video is to be provided by
Brandmint it will require separate charges. Stock photos and video to be
provided at no additional cost.
Any requests to changes outside the realm of the design of the template cannot
be made to the site.
Consistency of messaging, motivating the consumer and enhancing web
performance from an SEO perspective.
The site is to be used as an informational piece to give visitors information.
The site can include include home page, about page, one submission form,
mailchimp integration,  map, menu, calendar of events,  open table integration,
bands in town integration, social integration. Not to exceed five of these options
per this contract. E-commerce integration is not included.
Work-Order form to be complete upon signed contract.

DELIVERABLES

We are so confident in our service that this agreement can be
terminated by you at any time with no penalty!

Website
Examples

http://brandmint.co/web-design-rochester-ny


MY COMMITMENT

TESTIMONIAL

Transparency is the key to a prosperous

relationship.

We understand it is important to make every

dollar count. That is why we are committed to

monitoring and maintaining the success of your

project and do not require contracts.

I am here for you at anytime.

Louie Maier - President

LMaier@Brandmint.co

One of the hardest things to manage is your

investment and return. I'm thankful we met

the company that exceeded all of 5LINX

expectations. Working with Brandmint we

learned the true value of proper social media

management and the value that can be added

directly to your bottom line through; target

marketing, custom campaigns, and attention to

detail that is unmatched. I highly recommend

the Brandmint. The investment we've made in

Brandmint has yielded a much better than

expected return.

Jason Guck - Founder of 5LINX



TERMS
Intellectual property:

The client owns the intellectual property and has full rights to use the

work as needed. We will only license or sell the work created for the client to another client

if the client would like to use a template design. After two rounds of edits you are subject to

an hourly billing. Your logo and branding is protected by copyright law but may not be

protected by trademark law. Trademark rights are the responsibility of the client. Your

designs may include stock art, photos, or illustrations created by someone else. You do not

have the rights to use stock images in any means other than in designs we’ve provided. All

stock images we provide are free of charge.  Brandmint will be held harmless from any

copyright infringement that the customer provides to include as copy

Changes/Cancellations/Billing:

Client may request changes, cancellations or the stopping of any work in progress, provided

they are within all contractual obligations.  All campaigns remain active unless customer

notifies Brandmint of cancellation. To cancel you must notify ACCT@Brandmint.co - All

contracts require a one year minimum. All monthly retainers require a voided check  or

credit card on file to draw on the 1st or 15th of each month.  All Credit cards have a 4% fee.

No refunds.

Hours of operation: Monday – Friday 9:00 A.M. – 5:00 P.M.
(585)493-6007

COST
$750 Upfront (50% due to start / 50% due before launch)
Additional $60 a month for Hosting & Maintenance
Additional $60 a month for one copy or photo edit

"Transparency is the key to any prosperous relationship."

- Louie Maier, President



T H A N K  Y O U


